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STENCIL A FLOOR

PAINT YOUR POOL HOUSE

SPRAY YOUR FENCE

CLEAN MOLD AND MILDEW

and the livin' is easy . . .
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WHAT ARE  
TEAMED-UP TOOLS?
When used in 
tandem, Wagner  
tools can do  
almost anything.  
The PaintEater 
removes loose 
paint and smooths 
rough surfaces. 
The FLEXiO® 2000 
provides a nice crisp 
coat of white paint.  

TOOLS RULE

BEFORE AFTER

I talk a lot in every issue of FINISH about how Wagner 

paint sprayers are empowering tools and are a great aid in 

accomplishing paint projects and creating a smooth finish in a 

short time. But the truth is all of the Wagner tools make prepping 

and completing any project under the sun a breeze. In this issue 

we've teamed up tools to show how they can easily work together.

The Wagner Power Steamer is a great way to clean dirt, mold 

and mildew from all surfaces before spraying with fresh paint. 

The Wagner PaintEater strips loose and chippy paint from walls, 

clapboard, shingles and woodwork to allow a fresh coat of primer 

and a smooth finish of paint to adhere easily. Wagner sprayers 

reign as the indisputable tool for a spectacular final finish that can 

be done quickly and seamlessly with very little overspray. Like 

people, when tools all work together much can be accomplished 

in a short time. This summer, gather together all of your Wagner 

tools so you can save some time to enjoy the season. 
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The Wagner FLEXiO 3000 sprayer delivers a smooth, 

consistent finish to almost any surface, from garage doors 

to bathroom walls, from fences to living room ceilings.  

It has the power to spray any paint or stain straight from  

the can with speed and control. It’s time for a smarter way  

to paint. Learn more at WagnerFlexio.com.

FINISH A WEEKEND OF PAINTING 
BY SATURDAY NOON.

THE NEW FLEXiO® 3000 SPRAYER. 
MORE CONTROL AND LESS MESS.

Flexio 3000 Ad FINISH_final.indd   1 3/27/18   4:14 PM
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Wagner Tools used: 

FLEXiO® 4000
PaintEater
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Update your hammock with 
Wagner tools. Strip any 
chipping paint with the 

PaintEater to make a smooth 
surface. Use the FLEXiO® 4000  

with detail nozzle to cover 
with a favorite shade of 

paint. A freshly-sprayed and 
rejuvenated hammock will 

beckon you to enjoy and relax 
in the breeze all summer long.  

Sand, Spray, Swing

1 3

2 4
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Move over Tom Sawyer—it needn't take an entire 
summer to paint your fence with a fresh coat of paint.

enced In
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SPRAY YOUR FENCE FOR 
PHENOMENAL RESULTS
Using the FLEXiO® 2000, this big 
outdoor project can be accomplished 
in just a day. Ready a few supplies 
from the store and your favorite 
shade of outdoor latex paint with 
primer built in and your completed 
project is only a SPRAY away. 

enced In
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Wait two days after a rainstorm before 
spraying so the fence is totally dry. Work 

in the late morning to evening after the 
dew has dried from the wood surface.

WHAT
YOU'LL

NEED

BEFORE

AFTER

 » FLEXiO® 2000 paint sprayer

 » Exterior latex paint with  
 primer built-in

 » Extension cord

 » Step ladder

 » Painter's tape

 » Plastic tarp or drop cloth

 » Counter brushPROJECT TIME:
2 HOURS
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FOR ADDITIONAL PREP, 
RELY ON WAGNER TOOLS

1 
Use a tarp or drop cloth to cover the 
driveway, fence edges, or any places where 
the fence meets a house or garage. Use 

painter's tape to mask off any handle latches 
or hinges. It is important to fully protect areas 
that should not receive paint before starting 
any paint project.

2 
Use a counter 
brush to remove 
any dust, 

cobwebs, or debris on 
the surface of the wood 
and any trellis work.

If the surface has been painted, 
you may need to sand with the 
PaintEATER and remove loose paint 
with a Furno heat gun and putty knife. 
If mold and mildew are present, use 
the 915 On-Demand Power Steamer to 
fully clean the surface. 

PaintEATER

Furno TK
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3 
Line the cup of the iSpray® nozzle with 
a cup liner. Fill the cup with paint and 
attach the front end to the FLEXiO® 2000 

sprayer. Set the iSpray nozzle to a high-speed 
horizontal spray for best results and coverage. 
Hold the sprayer approximately six to eight 
inches away from the surface and spray 
horizontally from side to side. 

4 
If the fence has an opening gate, be sure 
to open the gate fully and spray in  
all of the cracks and crevices. Switch 

the iSpray nozzle to a vertical spray position to 
easily paint gate seams as well as end posts  
and finials.

5 
To spray the trellis, set the iSpray nozzle 
to a horizontal spray pattern and spray 
from side to side starting at the top. Move 

slow enough to make sure you cover all the 
indents and edges of any intricate cut work.

Keep a step ladder handy 

to aid in spraying the 

top portion of the gate or 

anything too high to reach.

Wagner Tools used: 
FLEXiO® 2000
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6 
Once the fence painting is complete, 
revisit each section once more (both top 
and bottom) and retouch any spots that 

have a thin coat of paint or show bare wood. 
Then enjoy the even finish over all the intricate 
parts of your fence, both front and back.

Completing this 
project by hand 
painting with a 
brush would have 
taken many days.
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BEFORE
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A DATED POOL HOUSE GETS A WEEKEND 
UPDATE WITH THE FLEXiO® 4000 AND 

THE NEED TO JUST CHILL.

AFTER
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2 
Line the paint cup with a cup liner and fill with  
paint. Use a drop cloth on the ground to protect  
grass and plants.

1 
Before spraying the façade, fill and use 
the SMART Roller to cut in and around 
the edges and along the trim board of the 

building. 

3 
With the sprayer set to medium, begin to spray 
beginning at the top of the wall and moving 
downward. Hold the sprayer six to eight inches away 

from the surface, gliding left to right in a continuous motion. 
(If working on a ladder, work in two to three foot swaths.) 
Repeat until entirely covered and then let dry completely.

WHAT
YOU'LL

NEED

 » FLEXiO® 4000 paint sprayer  
 with iSpray nozzle

 » SMART Roller

 » Two shades of exterior latex  
 paints in flat finishes

 » Oversized stencil

 » Push pins

 » Drop cloth

 » Step ladder

Read all instructions 

thoroughly before using the 

sprayer, including tip sheets 

on how to use the sprayer 

nozzles correctly.

REPURPOSE AN OUTBUILDING AND GIVE IT STYLE
WITH A CALMING MANDELA STENCIL AND THE FLEXiO® 4000
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4 
Decide on stencil placement: if a random pattern is desired, simply place the stencil on the surface and attach with 
push pins. If a more symmetrical design is desired, measure out with a tape measure and pencil where the stencils 
will go before spraying. Use additional push pins on any parts of stencil that seem loose or saggy.

5 
Fill the FLEXiO® 4000 with your secondary shade of paint. Hold 
the front end of the sprayer three to five inches from the stencil 
and carefully paint over the stencil, keeping within the boundaries 

to protect from overspray. Make sure all stencil cuts are completely 
filled in and then remove the stencil immediately to reveal the design.

To find a stencil that suits  
your sensibility similar to the  

oversized Om stencil pictured,  
visit CuttingEdgeStencils.com.
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1 
Create a circle stencil using either a 
compass, tracing the bottom of a large can, 
or by printing a template off the internet. 

Once outlined, cut out the circular stencil with 
a craft knife.

2 
Place the stencil on an open umbrella 
panel and secure with painter's tape. We 
did five randomly-placed dots on each 

panel of the umbrella.

3 
Pick a color that will complement the 
umbrella and load the FLEXiO® 4000 
with paint. With the sprayer set to low, 

paint over the stencil 
moving left to right 
within the confines 
of your template. 
Carefully remove the 
stencil and repeat, 
cleaning the stencil 
with a dry rag when 
necessary.

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED
 » FLEXiO® 4000 paint  

 sprayer with detail  
 nozzle

 » Canvas market  
 umbrella

 » Exterior latex paint  
 in semigloss finish

 » Circle stencil

 » Painter's tape

 » Craft knife

 » Cleanup rag

UPGRADE YOUR UMBRELLA WITH POLKA DOTS.
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1 
Use a stool covered in a drop cloth as 
a painting stand. Place the pot on top 
of the stool and then load the FLEXiO® 

4000 with paint in your desired shade.

2 
With the sprayer set to low, spray around the planter starting at the 
top and continuing until about halfway. To achieve the ombre look, 
spray the top with the heaviest coat of paint. As you move down the 

planter, use less paint to coat as you go along to the halfway point.

3 
Let dry completely and then spray the entire piece with a clear acrylic 
sealant to help protect the paint.

WHAT
YOU'LL

NEED

 » FLEXiO® 4000 paint  
 sprayer with detail nozzle

 » Exterior latex paint  
 in a flat finish

 » Ceramic plant pot

 » Clear acrylic sealant

 » Painter's tape

 » Stool or step ladder

 » Drop cloth

GIVE YOUR PLANTERS A QUICK AND STYLISH OMBRE LOOK
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Wagner Tools used: 
FLEXiO® 4000

1 
In your workspace, place the table on a 
drop cloth to protect from overspray. Load 
the FLEXiO® 4000 with paint.

2 
Flip the table and spray the underside of 
the tabletop and the legs. Use a vertical 
spray pattern when working on the legs. 

Continue until the underside is coated.

3 
Once completely dry, flip the table back 
onto its legs. With the sprayer set to 
medium, work on tabletop from side to 

side holding the nozzle six to eight inches away 
from the surface.WHAT

YOU'LL
NEED

 » FLEXiO® 4000 paint sprayer  
 with detail nozzle

 » Exterior latex paint in a  
 semigloss finish

 » Patio table

 » Drop cloth

SPRAY A HARD-TO-PAINT TABLE IN MINUTES.
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Painting shake shingles made 
easy with a FLEXiO® 4000.

Shake It Up!
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Any of the FLEXiO® 
sprayers will turn a 
tedious task into a  
time-saving treat.

FORGET THE BRUSH AND SHAKE 
THINGS UP WITH A SPRAYER
Cedar shake shingles are notoriously hard to paint and 
that is one of the reasons seaside houses are often left to 
weather the natural elements. This inland shed with new 
cedar shingles is in need of a softened cottage look with 
a spray coat of exterior white paint. Brushing would be 
time consuming and laborious. The FLEXiO® 4000 gets 
it done in just a day with a smooth and luminous finish. 

Shake It Up!
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If the weather has been inclement, 
wait three days of no rain for the 

cedar to totally dry out. Also, paint 
closer to noon when the morning dew 
has completely dried.

WHAT
YOU'LL

NEED

 » FLEXiO® 4000  
 paint sprayer

 » Exterior latex paint  
 with built-in primer

 » Plastic tarp or  
 drop cloth

1 
Assemble the FLEXiO® 4000 sprayer 
according to the operator's manual. Use the 
included test spray chart to try the sprayer 

before starting your project. 

2 
Inspect the shingles for any dirt, sawdust, 
or residue that keeps paint from adhering 
properly. You can use the air power of 

the FLEXiO® 4000 to remove anything stuck 
between the shingles. Attach the hose to the 
X-Boost Turbine case, but leave the iSpray 
nozzle unattached. The air pressure from 
the hose will loosen any debris and aid with 
creating a smooth finish. 
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3 
Line the iSpray 
nozzle cup with 
a cup liner to 

make cleanup easy. 
Fill the cup with 
paint and assemble 
the iSpray nozzle 
according to the 
instructions. Place 
a drop cloth around 
the base of the shed 
to keep paint off 
the ground or any 
surrounding plants. 

4 
Set the iSpray nozzle to a vertical spray 
pattern and follow the wood grain. 
Starting from the top of the wall, hold 

the sprayer six to eight inches from the surface 
and glide the sprayer up and down covering 
each shake shingle. Repeat with the next level 
of shingles, continuing from right to left. 

Periodically step back and check the spray coverage. Cedar shake shingles are porous and absorb a great deal of paint. They will likely need a second coat. 
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5 
Set the iSpray nozzle to a vertical pattern 
to spray the vertical finish boards. You 
can also set the nozzle on a slight angle 

to finish angled roof-line trim boards.

6 
Clean the iSpray nozzle with soapy water, 
making sure to remove any dried paint 
remnants. Store the hose and nozzle in 

Wagner's FLEXiO® storage bag.
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The finished shed is 
worthy of magazine 
photo shoot or a 
share on Instagram. 
Show us your Wagner 
spray projects 
using the hashtag 
#wagnerpaintsprayer.

Wagner Tools used: 
FLEXiO® 4000
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SPRAY ON STRIPES

Sometimes a simple paint makeover 
isn't enough to make a distinctive 
decorative impact. Add some stripes 
to bring graphic interest to the 
interior of a clapboard porch.
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WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED
 » FLEXiO® 4000 paint sprayer

 » Two different shades of exterior latex paint

 » Painter's tape

 » Plastic tarp or drop cloth

 » Tape & Drape

 » Yardstick

The porch began its life with a coat of 
baby blue paint. Wanting something a 
bit more interesting, the homeowner 
went with traditional white house 
paint and a shade of green that also 
coats the floor, window frames and 
porch column details.

Wagner Tools used: 
FLEXiO® 4000
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2 
Let the wall dry thoroughly before using 
painter's tape. Add your stripe pattern 
to the wall using painter's tape applied 

above and below the space you desire to spray. 
Mask off all areas you want to protect from 
overspray with Tape + Drape or with wide 
painter's tape.

3 
Fill the FLEXiO® 4000 with your second 
color and spray in the masked off stripe 
areas, using the same spraying method as 

before. Remove the tape or any other masking 
materials before the paint dries to reveal the 
new stripe pattern.

1 
Fill the FLEXiO® 4000 cup with the base 
paint according to Wagner's instructions. 
Spray the wall in a horizontal pattern 

working left to right from the top of the wall. 
Hold the sprayer six to eight inches from the 
surface and glide over the wall. Repeat until 
entire wall has been sprayed with paint.
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CREATE A STRIPED
COMPANION TABLE
Using the FLEXiO® 4000, spray a table 
with the same base color of paint as the 
walls. Let dry completely and then tape off a 
matching stripe pattern. Set the table on its 
end vertically on a drop cloth and spray over 
the taped pattern with a second paint color. 

Remove the painter's 
tape before the paint 
dries to reveal a new 
striped tabletop that 
matches perfectly.
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EASY TO USE AND 
UNDENIABLY EFFECTIVE, 
THE POWER STEAMER 
REFRESHES EVERYTHING.
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Teak furniture can often build up spots of mold and 
dirt stains during the season. Use the 915 On-Demand 
Power Steamer's brush attachments to steam away 
unsightly spots and gently scrub mildew. Heat, steam 
and brush away dirt in three easy steps. 
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THANKS TO THE WAGNER STEAMER.
Healthy pots mean healthy plants

Assemble the garden pots for reuse on a clean work surface. Fill the Wagner 
Steamer with distilled water and plug in. The green light will indicate when the 
water is hot enough to produce steam. Use the round brush tip to steam and scour 
the inside and outside of each pot. Let dry thoroughly and then replant with fresh 
stones and soil.
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Soil contains salts that can damage plants and get deposited 
on the inside of planters. In addition, any diseases your plants 
may have from a past season can get transferred to your new 
plants. The solution is cleaning used flower pots before using 
them again. Cleaning garden pots takes only a few minutes with 
the Wagner Steamer, and it can keep your plants healthy and 
productive for the whole season.
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CLEAN AND RESHAPE

WAGNER STEAMER
WITH A
wicker and rattan

Wagner Tools used: 
Power Steamer
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Wicker baskets and furniture can be 
extremely hard to clean and maintain. 
The 915 On-Demand Power Steamer 
can remove dirt and dust and even 
reshape a tired basket with ease.
Fill the steamer with water and plug in. Attach the small 
brush and steam the entire basket, using the brush to 
loosen dirt. Steaming the basket weave will make it soft 
and pliable. Reshape the softened reeds into the desired 
shape, taking care of any out-of-place bulges. Return 
the basket to service as the centerpiece for your next 
summer picnic.

wicker and rattan
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Patio
LIGHT BRIGHT

Patio lights are expensive and often the 
cords come only in brown. Next time you 
have a big spray project, prep your cords 
with a quick spray of paint and they'll blend 
seamlessly with any room.

 » Unplug the lights from the socket before  
 spraying. Remove the bulbs from the cord  
 and then fill the sockets with paper towels  
 to protect the hardware.

 » Use your Wagner sprayer and spray the cord  
 with a flat latex paint in the same color as  
 the surrounding walls or furniture.

 » Let the cords dry completely before  
 removing the paper towels and replacing  
 the bulbs.Wagner Tools used: 

FLEXiO® 2000
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Your porch can really take a 
beating. It’s not only a high 
traffic area but it's frequently 
open to outdoor elements.  
See how Wagner tools unite to 
repair, repaint and restore  
a porch with newfound beauty.
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STEAM • SAND • SPRAY • STENCIL

A PORCH MAKEOVER IS EASY WITH WAGNER TOOLS
915 ON-DEMAND  
POWER STEAMER

FLEXiO® 2000 SMART EDGE ROLLER

PAINTEATER
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The Wagner power steamer will easily steam away 
dirt, mildew and mold. Fill the steamer with water 
according to Wagner's instructions and heat.  Once 
the green light on the unit lights, the tool is ready 
to dispense steam. Various brushes can be used 
on flat (walls) or dimensional surfaces (ledges and 
windowsills). Run steamer over surface, scrub lightly 
with brush and wipe away dirt with a dry cloth. Let dry 
thoroughly before painting. 

1
STEP START WITH THE WAGNER 915 

ON-DEMAND POWER STEAMER 
AND A THOROUGH CLEANING 
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STEAM AWAY
DIRT AND MILDEW

Mold and mildew can become a serious problem in living 
areas. When using a steamer to clean, make sure to use 
a mask, gloves and disposable rags to protect yourself. 

Dispose of these items after use and clean the 
steamer attachments with bleach to keep them 
from contamination. 

HELPFUL HINT:
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Isolate problem areas of chipped paint or rough 
surfaces by gliding the PaintEater over the surface 
until all paint is removed and it is smooth. Prime 
the area with water-based primer and let it dry 
thoroughly before spraying with paint.2

STEP SMOOTH UNEVEN SURFACES 
WITH THE PAINTEATER
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Use this versatile hand-held sprayer to easily 
and swiftly apply a smooth coat of paint to walls 
and woodwork. Mask off windows and ceiling 
with Tape + Drape or painter's tape to protect 
from overspray. When spraying, paint from the 
top of wall to the bottom moving left to right six 
to eight inches from the surface until the wall is 
completely covered. Let dry thoroughly and repeat 
with a second coat if necessary.

3
STEP QUICKLY COVER THE WALLS 

USING THE FLEXiO® 2000

For horizontal 

woodwork or 

vertical door 

casings, be sure 

to change the 

spray tip to the desired pattern application.

WHEN SPRAYING DOOR 
CASINGS OR WINDOW 
SURROUNDS, BE SURE TO 
MASK OFF DOORS AND 
WINDOWS TO PROTECT  
FROM ANY OVERSPRAY.
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The SMART Rollers and the SMART Edge Rollers are useful when tackling flat surfaces—floors 
are no exception. Vacuum and clean the floor thoroughly and then apply a base coat of paint. We 
loaded the SMART Roller with exterior floor paint in a semigloss finish. Let dry thoroughly and 
add a second coat if necessary.
 Once the floor is dry, map out a stencil pattern and load the SMART Edge Roller with white 
floor paint in a semigloss finish. Glide the roller over the stencil, applying light pressure to the 
roller handle to dispense paint. Continue until the floor is covered, wiping the excess paint off the 
stencil after two or three applications to prevent errors.

4
STEP ACHIEVE THE PERFECT FINISH WITH  

THE WAGNER PAINT ROLLERS
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WE USED THE 
NATURAL SIZE 
OF THE STENCIL 
TO MAP OUT THE 
TILE PATTERN. 
USE A PENCIL TO 
MARK THE TILE 
PLACEMENT FIRST 
AND THEN PLACE 
THE STENCIL IN 
THE PREMARKED 
SPOTS AS YOU GO.  

A FRESHENED-UP 
ENTRY CAN CHANGE 
THE ENTIRE VIBE 
FOR THE ENTRANCE 
TO YOUR HOME. 
MAKE YOURS 
OVER TODAY WITH 
WAGNER TOOLS. 
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Paint Pals

A boutique paint shop 
brings online friends 
together to create a 
real-life exposure to the 
painting experience.
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Michelle Palmer and Kim Urquhart were happy to greet 
designer Matthew Mead at their shop, Laurel Grove, in Sudbury, 
Massachusetts.  These fast friends met over the internet through 
a mutual interest in rehabbing furniture and creating fresh looks 
in décor. Matthew met them at a local vintage show where they 
were selling their decorative pieces and sharing their penchant 
for style. A few years passed, and with their shop up and 
running, Matthew thought it was a great idea to gift them with a 
FLEXiO® 2000 sprayer to aid them in all of their design pursuits. 
"We spent an afternoon chatting about all the attributes of the 
sprayer and putting it to use spraying and decorating the walls 
of their shop," says Matthew. "It was such a treat to see how 
their design process unfolds and how the sprayer can be used 
with their boutique paint brands, to share with their students 
and to paint furniture for the shop or for custom orders. It was 
as if I had handed them a treasure chest of gold."  

"YOU SEE THEIR STORE AND ALL 
THE PAINTED FURNISHINGS AND 
WANT TO CREATE SOMETHING OF 
YOUR OWN. THE FLEXiO® SPRAYERS 
ARE PERFECT FOR BASE COATING, 
CREATING SMOOTH FINISHES AND 
CLEAR COATING OR STAINING A 
PIECE. I JUST KNEW MICHELLE AND 
KIM WOULD BE INSPIRED TO EXPAND 
AND SHARE THEIR CREATIVITY."

—Matthew Mead
LAUREL GROVE

339 Boston Post Road, Sudbury MA
LaurelGroveShop.com
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Tables, bureaus, sideboards and benches abound at the shop—all freshly painted 
and distressed. Maison Blanche is their paint line and it works beautifully in Wagner 
sprayers. Check out classes at Laurel Grove for more information on how you can 
paint your own furnishings. Shop the accessories and see their color palettes to 
customize your own personal look.

POUR.
PAINT.
PITCH.

Now cleanup is a breeze with plastic cup liners that fit 

Wagner HVLP paint sprayers. Simply dispose of the 

cup liner and rinse the sprayer with warm, soapy water 

and you’re ready for the next job. Cup liners are perfect 

for projects that require quick color changes or mixing 

a small batch of a custom color. And there’s very little 

paint waste because the liners can be emptied right 

back into the can. Learn more at Wagnerspraytech.

com/cupliner.

NEW DISPOSABLE CUP LINERS  
CUT CLEANUP TIME IN HALF. 

PAINT SMART.®

For use with most  
Wagner HVLP sprayers.
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SUMMER PAINT PALETTE

Make any address oceanfront 
property with PPG shades of blue. 

Load your FLEXiO® sprayer 
with your favorite hue 

and catch the wave of 
true summer style.

Powerful X-Boost TurbineTM 
provides maximum control 
with full coverage.

Revolutionary iSpray® 
technology sprays 
unthinned paint.

Quick-change nozzle 
allows you to easily switch 
coatings and colors.

Revolutionary iSpray technology 

 sprays all coatings 

including unthinned paint.

DOES THINGS
A PAINT BRUSH
CAN ONLY
DREAM OF.

The Wagner FLEXiOTM Sprayer delivers a smooth, 

professional coat to almost any surface, from garage 

doors to bathroom walls, from fences to living room 

ceilings. You can spray almost any paint or stain, 

including unthinned latex, with enough control for 

detail work. Say goodbye to old-fashioned brushes 

and rollers. It’s time for a smarter way to paint. 

View a video at WagnerFlexio.com

THE REVOLUTIONARY FLEXiO  
ALL-PURPOSE SPRAYER.

PAINT SMART.
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